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extralarge 2 
gas cooker with oven XL2

Central position oven burner for 
perfect oven heat distribution. The 
hob burners have a different  output 
for maximum cooking flexibility and 
in order to save fuel.   Extra-large 
capacity hob to enable the use of 
big pots. Easy clean extra-large 
oven tray (900 square cm) and large 
grid. Exclusive double tray system 
inside the oven.    Safety device 
on the burners provide 100% gas 
shut-off chould the  flame ever be 

extinguished.  Each burner has 
precise flame adjustment, Auto-
matic door lock. Gimbals stop. 
Slide adjusting pan holders. Double 
tempered glass oven door.

extralarge 3 
gas cooker with oven XL3 

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones (hob): 2
Oven burner power: 1700 W 
Total power: 6700 W  (+ optional grill 1600 W)
Safety system: thermocouple
Oven cavity: enamelled 

Code CGS91IAC030D = XL3  
Code CGS91IAEYN = XL3 with elect. ignition 
Code CGS91IICYN = XL3 with st.steel oven cavity 
Code CGS91IICNGYN = XL3 with st.steel oven cavity, grill, 
electr. ignition

Options

Electronic ignition  •	
Grill  •	
Stainless steel oven  •	
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XL2 is one of the most sold cookers 
on the market used by thousands 
of sailors.

Central position oven burner for 
perfect oven heat distribution. The 
hob burners have a different  output 
for maximum cooking flexibility and 
in order to save fuel.   Extra-large 
capacity hob to enable the use of 
big pots. Easy clean extra-large 

oven tray (900 square cm) and large 
grid. 
Exclusive  double tray system           
inside the oven. Safety device on 
the burners provide 100% gas  
shut-off chould the flame ever be 
extinguished.   Each burner has 
precise flame adjustment, Auto-
matic door lock. Gimbals stop. 
Slide adjusting pan holders. Double 
tempered glass oven door.

Options

Electronic ignition  •	
Grill •	
St. steel oven •	
Heat guards  •	

Specifications

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones (hob): 2
Oven burner power: 1700 W
Total power: 5700 W (+ grill option 1600 W)
Safety system: thermocouple 
Oven cavity: enamelled 

Code CGS90IAC030D = XL2
Code CGN0PA3JE000 = Optional heat-guard for XL2
Code CGS90IAEYN = XL2 with elec.ignition 
Code CGS90IICYN = XL2 with st.steel oven cavity 
Code CGS90IICNGYN = XL2 w.st.steel oven cavity, grill, 
elect. ignition
  

4-5      gas

3-4      gas
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Top of the range cooker with 
oven with 2 or 3 gas burners.
The hob burners have a different  
output for maximum cooking 
flexibility and in order to save 
fuel. Extra-large capacity hob 
to enable the use of big pots. 
Easy clean extra-large oven tray 
(900 square cm) and large grid. 
Exclusive double tray system 
inside the oven. Safety device on 
the burners provide 100% gas 
shut-off chould the flame ever 

be extinguished. Each burner 
has precise flame adjustment, 
Automatic door lock. Gimbals 
stop. Slide adjusting pan 
holders. Double tempered glass 
oven door.
Mirror finish door. Thermostatic 
oven. Professional burners.
Patent pending gimbals.

mariner 2-3 
design gas cooker with oven w. 2 - 3 burners 

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones (hob): 2-3
Oven burner power: 1700 W
Total power: 6400-7400 W (+ optional grill 1600 W)
Safety system: thermocouple
Oven cavity: enamelled

Code CGS90IAENEWN = MARINER2  
Code CGS90IICNGWN = MARINER2 w.st.steel oven cavity, 
grill  
Code CGS91IAENEWN = MARINER3 
Code CGS91IICNGWN = MARINER3 with st.steel oven cav-
ity, grill, electr. ignition

Compact cooker with oven.

The hob burners have a different  
output for maximum cooking 
flexibility and in order to save 
fuel. Extra-large capacity hob 
to enable the use of big pots. 
Easy clean extra-large oven tray 
(900 square cm) and large grid. 
Exclusive double tray system 
inside the oven. Safety device on 
the burners provide 100% gas 
shut-off chould the flame ever 

be extinguished. Each burner 
has precise flame adjustment, 
Automatic door lock. Gimbals 
stop. Slide adjusting pan 
holders. Double tempered glass 
oven door.

classic
compact cooker with oven with 2 burners 

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones(hob): 2   
Oven burner power: 1550 W 
Total power: 5550 W 
Safety system: thermocouple 
Oven cavity: enamelled

Code CGS92NIAC30D = CLASSIC 

Options

Electronic ignition a pila •	
Gril  •	
Cavità forno in acciaio •	
inox  

460
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442

480
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3      gas

3-5      gas



This is the ideal luxory collection 
for those who aspire to state-of-
the-art technology!
High  quality  heavy-duty construction.
Oven hand made with special 
marine materials, unseen until now 
in such appliances.
Innovative pan holders adjusters 
which allow you to use your pots 
safely.
New improved heat shields of 
unique concept, finally removable 
and easily washable.

Hob with 2 or 3 professional type 
burmers.
High grade stainless steel oven 
cavity.
Patent pending gimbals adjusters.
Pan support rack made of 8mm 
diameter rods.

top 2-3
top of the range 2/3 burners gas cooker

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones:  2 or 3
Power hob burners:  3000 + 1000 (+ 1700) W
Oven burner power: 1700 W
Grill burner power: 1600 W
Electronic ignition  

Code CGS90IICGLXE = TOP2  
Code CGS91IICGLXE = TOP3 

This is the ideal luxory gas range  
for those who aspire to state-of-
the-art technology!
High quality heavy-duty construction.
Oven hand made with special 
marine materials, unseen until 
now in such appliances.
Innovative pan holders adjusters 
which allow you to use your pots 
safely.
New improved heat shields of 
unique concept, finally removable 

and easily washable.
Hob with 4 professional type 
burmers.
High grade stainless steel oven 
cavity.
Patent pending gimbals adjusters. 
Pan support rack made of 8mm 
diameter rods.

top 4 
top of the range 4 burners gas cooker

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones:  4 
Power (hob burners): 3000 + 2 x 1700 + 1000 W 
Oven burner power: 1700 W  
Grill burners power: 1600 W 
Electronic ignition 

Code CGS4IINCGLXE = TOP4 
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4-5      gas

6      gas
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This is the ideal luxory range for 
those who aspire to state-of-the-
art technology!

Exceptional equipment for optimum 
cooking results.

High quality heavy-duty construction.
Oven hand made with special 
marine materials, unseen until 
now in such appliances.
Innovative pan holders adjusters 
which allow you to use your pots 

safely.
Hob with 2 professional electric 
heating elements.
High grade stainless steel oven 
cavity.
Patent pending gimbals adjusters.
Glass ceramic hob and powerful 
electric oven and grill.

horizon 2 

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Voltage (V): 230
Frequency (Hz): 50
Total cooking zones: 2
Power (hob): 1800 + 1200  W
Power (oven) : 1500 W

Code CES2IICE0000 = HORIZON2 230V
Code CES2IICE0110 = HORIZON2 110V 

The latest heat transfer 
technology, offering optimum 
energy utilization.

High quality heavy-duty construction.
Oven hand made with special 
marine materials, unseen until 
now in such appliances.
Innovative pan holders adjusters 
which allow you to use your pots 
safely.
Hob with 4 professional electric 
heating elements.

High grade stainless steel oven 
cavity.
Patent pending gimbals adjusters.
Glass ceramic hob and powerful 
electric oven and grill.

horizon 3-4
electric cooker w.oven with 3-4 burners

electric cooker w. oven w. 2 burners

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Voltage (V): 230
Frequency (Hz): 50
Total cooking zones (hob): 3 or 4
Power (hob): 1800 x 2 + 1200 x 2 ( or x 1 ) W
Power (oven): 1500 W

Code CES4IICE0000 = HORIZON4 230V
Code CES4IICE0110 = HORIZON4 110V
Code CES3IICE0000 = HORIZON3 230V
Code CES3IICE0110 = HORIZON3 110V

5-6   electric

4   electric
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582



An attractive compact appliance 
with a clear unfussy design on 
the basis of a brushed stainless 
steel hob.
Safety device on all burners. The 
stove is availble with the option 
ofs of feedle rails, slide-adjusting 
pan holders and gimbals.

Optional battery operated elec-
tronic ignition. Each burner has 
precise flame adjustment. Pan 
support racks are easy to remove 
for cleaning.

racer
compact gas cooker with 2 burners 

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones: 2
Total power: 3200 W 
Cooker dimensions: 456 x 340 mm

Code FGEI02TFC30D = RACER with gimbals and pan 
holders
Code FGEI02TFAC00 = RACER with gimbals, pan holders, 
electr. ignition
Code FGEI02TF000D = RACER without gimbals, without 
pan holders, without electr. ignition
Code FGEI02TFAE0D = RACER without gimbals, without 
pan holders, with electr. ignition

Stove with 2 burners.
The hob burners have a different 
output for maximum cooking
flexibility.
Safety device on all burners. The 
stove is available with the option 
ofs of feedle rails, slide-adjusting 
pan holders and gimbals.

Optional battery operated 
electronic ignition. 
Each burner has precise flame 
adjustment. 
Pan support racks are easy to 
remove for cleaning.

sailor 
gas cooker with 2 burners 

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones: 2
Total power: 4000 W 
Cooker dimensions: 500 x 380 mm

Code FGNI02TC030D = SAILOR with istema basculante et 
pan holders
Code FGNI02TCAE0D = SAILOR with gimbals, pan hold-
ers, with electr. ignition
Code FGNI02T0030D = SAILOR without gimbals, without 
pan holders, without electr. ignition
Code FGNI02TAE30D = SAILOR without gimbals, without 
pan holders, with electr. ignition

Options

Electronic ignition •	
Gimbals•	
Pan holders kit•	

Options

Electronic ignition  •	
Gimbals•	
Pan holders kit•	
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2      gas

2      gas
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Ultra-compact stove with 1 
burner.
The stove is available with the 
option of of feedle rails, slide-ad-
justing pan holders and gimbals.
The burner has precise flame 
adjustment and is equipped with 
flame failure device. The pan 

support rack is easy to remove 
for cleaning. 
Optional battery operated electronic 
ignition.

oner

Specifications 

Total cooking zones: 1 
Power: ~ 1600  W 
Safety system: thermocouple
Pan holders kit

Code FGEI01TFB30D = ONER with pan holders
Code BAFIFE300000  = gimbals   

Cooker with separated grill.

The hob burners have a different 
output for maximum cooking 
flexibility.
Safety device on all burners. The 
stove is available with the option 
of of feedle rails, slide-adjusting 
pan holders and gimbals.
Each burner has precise flame 

adjustment. Pan support racks 
are easy to remove for cleaning.

skipper
cooker with 2 burners and grill

compact cooker with 1 burner

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane
Total cooking zones: 2 + 1 grill
Total power: 5500 W 
Cooker dimensions: 500 x 380 x 181 mm

Code FLNI02TSKIPP = SKIPPER with gimbals and pan 
holders

Options

Gimbals•	
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1      gas
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The hob burners have a different 
output for maximum cooking 
flexibility.
Safety device on all burners. The 
stove is available with the option 
ofs of feedle rails, slide-adjusting 
pan holders. The burners are 
arrnaged on the hob so that 
several more pans can be used 
together. Turbo slimline burners 
with technologically advanced 

design and precise flame 
adjustment. Flame failure devices 
on all the burners. Optional heat 
guards, glass lid with brakes 
and hinges and battey operated 
electronic ignition.

Complements the grand 
gourmet,  reef and maxi series.

seafarer 2
built in gas 2 burners hob

Specifications 
   
Total cooking zones: 2 gas burners ( 1 gas burner 3000 
W ) 
Total power: 4700 W 
Safety system: thermocouple 
Color: st.steel  
Cut out dimensions: 450 x 320 mm

Code PGLI02T00SLN = SEAFARER2 enamelled burner 
caps
Code PGLI02TAE = SEAFARER2 electr. ignition/enam. 
burner caps
Code PGL2SETASTSL = pan holders
Code PGS2CC00000 = glass lid
Code PGLI02T00SLI = SEAFARER2 w. st.steel burner caps

The hob burners have a different 
output for maximum cooking 
flexibility.
Safety device on all burners. 
The stove is available with the 
option ofs of feedle rails, slide-
adjusting pan holders. The burn-
ers are arrnaged on the hob so 
that several more pans can be 
used together. Turbo slimline 

burners with technologically 
advanced design and precise 
flame adjustment. Flame failure 
devices on all the burners. 
Optional heat guards, glass lid 
with brakes and hinges and battery 
operated electronic ignition.

Complements the grand gourmet,  
reef and maxi series.

seafarer 3
built in gas 3 burners hob

Specifications 

Total cooking zones: 3 gas burners ( 1 gas burner 3000 
W ) 
Total power: 5700 W
Safety system: thermocouple
Cut out dimensions: 450 x 370 mm

Code PGLI03T00SLN = SEAFARER3 enamelled burner 
caps
Code PGLI03TAE = SEAFARER3 w. electr. ignition/ enam-
elled burner caps
Code PGL3SETASTSL = pan holders
Code PGS3CC00000 = glass lid
Code PGLI03T00SLI = SEAFARER3 w. st.steel burner caps

Options

Electronic ignition•	
Glass lid•	
Pan holders (multiple •	
models available ) 
Stainless steel burner caps •	

Options

Electronic ignition•	
Glass lid•	
Pan holders kit (multiple •	
models availble) 
Stainless steel burner caps•	

65

470
340

65
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390

3      gas

2      gas
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Ultra-compact built in  stove with 
1 burner.
The stove is availble with the 
option of of feedle rails and slide-
adjusting pan holders.
The hob is upplied with piazo 
ignition.
The burner has precise flame 
adjustment and is equipped with 

flame failure device. The pan 
support rack is easy to remove 
for cleaning.

seafarer 1

Specifications 

Total cooking zones: 1 powerful gas burner 
Total power (hob): 2300 W 
Safety system: thermocouple 

Code IBRDP3PF0100 = SEAFARER1
Code SETBLIBRDP3   = pan holders

                  

The hob burners have a different 
output for maximum cooking 
flexibility ( one burner has a 
reduced power output for this 
purpose ).
Safety device on all burners. The 
stove is available with the option 
ofs of feedle rails, slide-adjusting 
pan holders. The burners are 
arrnaged on the hob so that 
several more pans can be used 

together. Turbo slimline burners 
with technologically advanced 
design and precise flame 
adjustment. Flame failure devices 
on all the burners. Optional heat 
guards, glass lid with brakes 
and hinges and battey operated 
electronic ignition.

Complements the grand gourmet,  
reef and maxi series.

seafarer 4
compact built in gas 4 burners hob

compact built in gas hob w. 1 burner

Specifications 

Total cooking zones (hob): 4 
Total power: 6000 W
Safety system: thermocouple 

Code PGLI04T00SLI = SEAFARER4
Code PGS4CC000000 = lid
Code PGLI04T00SLI = pan holders 

Options

Pan holders kit•	

Options

Coperchio cristallo •	
temperato
Kit pan holders.  •	
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400
500

1      gas

4      gas



High technology and ease of 
cleaning. Supergrill is an inno-
vative performant and compact 
electric grill. This barbecue cooks 
the food by radiation and reaches 
high temperatures in a very short 
time. You can grill vegetables, 

fish or meat. The special  glass 
ceramic surface of the grill is very 
easy to clean.

supergrill
glass ceramic grill

Specifications 

Power ‘on’ indicator
Voltage (V): 230
Frequency (Hz): 50 
Total cooking zones: 1 - 1500 W
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 265 mm

Code PIAVETROGRIL = SUPERGRILL 
 

Top of the range electric grill.
High technology and ease of 
cleaning. Supergrill is an inno-
vative performant and compact 
electric grill. This barbecue cooks 
the food by radiation and reaches 
high temperatures in a very short 

time. You can grill vegetables, 
fish or meat. The special  glass 
ceramic surface of the grill is very 
easy to clean.

sg millennium
top of the range glass ceramic grill

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator
Voltage (V): 230
Frequency (Hz): 50
Total cooking zones: 1 - 1300 W
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 265 mm 

Code PIAVETROGRMI = SUPERGRILL MILLENNIUM

50

510
288

50

510
288

  electric

  electric
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This special bbq model is capable 
of top performances and it has a 
very compact size.
The product chassis is completely 
made of top grade 316 stainless 
steel.
It is the ideal choice for grilling 
fish, meat or vegetables in 
aprofessional way.
The product s fully equipped with 
a wide range of accessories:
- special tray removable to 

enable easy cleaning operations
- gimballed electric elements
- removable grill fixed by means 
of special retainers in order to 
reduce the possible vibrations

compact

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator
Voltage (V): 220-230
Frequency (Hz): 50
Total cooking zones: 1
Power: 1500 W

Code BARFLYPF2300 = COMPACTBBQ 230V
Code BARFLYPF1100 = COMPACTBBQ 110V
 

This special bbq model is similar 
to the model Compact bbq. The 
main difference is the large size.

The product chassis is completely 
made of top grade 316 stainless 
steel.
It is the ideal choice for grilling 
fish, meat or vegetables in 
aprofessional way.

The product s fully equipped with 
a wide range of accessories:
- special tray removable to 
enable easy cleaning operations
- gimballed electric elements
- removable grill fixed by means 
of special retainers in order to 
reduce the possible vibrations

powergrill
top of the range electric grill  

compact electric grill

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator
Voltage (V): 220-230
Frequency (Hz): 50
Total cooking zones: 1 or 2
Power: 2365 (2 heating elements 2520) W
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 265 mm

Code PCRBAR353230 = POWERGRILL 230V
Code PCRBAR353110 = POWERGRILL 110V

Options

Double independent •	
heating elements
Side handles position  •	

87
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  electric

  electric



LP gas oven, designed to be installed 
in catamarans and po-werboats.
Mirror finish door glass.
Easy clean extra-large oven tray (900 
square cm) and large grid. Exclusive 
double tray system inside the oven. 
Safety device on the burners provide 
100% gas shut-off chould the flame 
ever be extinguished. Each burner 
has precise flame adjustment, 

Automatic door lock. 
Double tempered glass oven door.
Optional powerful grill burner.

This oven matches the sleek design 
of the Seafarer series appliances.

maxichef
built in gas oven

Specifications 

Power: 1700 W
Safety system: thermocouple
Total cooking zones: 1/2 ( optional grill burner ) 
Dimensions: frame 540 x 550 mm
Cut out dimensions: 520 x 520 x 470 mm

Code CGSFIMAXI0ID = MAXI, enamelled oven cavity
Code CGSFIMAXI0II = MAXI, st.steel oven cavity
Code CGSFIMAXI0IA = MAXI, enamelled oven cavity, 
electr. ignition 
Code CGSFIMAXIGIA =MAXI, st.steel oven cavity, grill, 
electr. ignition  

LP gas compact oven, designed 
to be installed in the smallest 
possible space !
Easy clean extra-large oven tray 
(900 square cm) and large grid. 
Safety device on the burner 
provide 100% gas shut-off chould 
the flame ever be extinguished. 

The burner has precise flame 
adjustment, Automatic door 
lock. Double tempered glass 
oven door.

This oven matches the sleek 
design of the Seafarer series 
appliances.

reef
compact size built in gas oven

Specifications 

Safety sytem: thermocouple
Power: 1100 W
Frame dimensions : 485 x 240 mm

Code CGSFINCREEFD = REEF stainless steel oven cavity

Options

Grill •	
Electronic ignition•	
Stainless steel oven cavity•	540

550
434

240

485
460

1-2      gas

1          gas
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Crystal 1 is the first glass 
ceramic hob with exclusive easily 
detachable  and integrated  
panholders system.  High 
quality components. The hob 
in secured in place by four 
specially designed clamps fixed 
to the hob. The flat surface of the 
ceramic hob makes it very easy 
to clean. Residual heat indicator.

Rotary control. 
Optional patent pending panholders.
Double heating element  950 
+ 750 W for maximum cooking 
flexibility.

crystal 1

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 1
Power (hob): 950 (+ 750) W 
Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator

Code PIAVETRO1FBL = CRYSTAL1
Code SETASTVETRC1 = pan holders  

Crystal 2 is the first glass 
ceramic hob with 2 cooking 
areas on the market with 
exclusive easily detachable  and 
integrated  panholders system.  
High quality components. The 
hob in secured in place by four 
specially designed clamps fixed 
to the hob. The flat surface of the 
ceramic hob makes it very easy 
to clean. Residual heat indicator.

Rotary controls. 
Two cooking zones for maximum 
cooking flexibility (1800 + 1200 W).

crystal 2
electric built in hob w. 2 cooking zones

electric built in hob w. 1 cooking zone  

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 2
Power (hob): 1800 (+ 1200) W 
Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 265 mm

Code PIAVETRO2FBL = CRYSTAL2
Code SETASTVETRC2 = pan holders  

100

300
300

100

300
519

1   electric

2   electric

Options

Kit pan holders.  •	

Options

Kit pan holders.  •	



Fitted with 4 Induction cooking 
zones for the ultimate in speed 
of cooking and controllability. 
Timer.
9 cooking settings.
Touch control functionality- the 
hob reacts to a simple touch of 
the finger for ease of use. Very 
easy to clean. Glass surface for 
style and easy cleaning.

Optional patent pending pan-
holders.

The Crystal 4I built-in electric 
glass-ceramic hob is designed 
to complement Techimpex 
Microtex series.

crystal 4 I 
induction glass ceramic hob

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 4
Power (hob): 2300 x 2 + 1400 x 2 W 
Safety system: Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 560 x 490 mm

Code PIAVETROINDU = CRYSTAL4I
Code SETASTVETRS4 = pan holders

Crystal 4 millennium
Fitted with 4  zones this hob gives 
excellent power and control.
Very easy to clean. Glass surface 
for style and easy cleaning.
High quality components. The 
hob is secured in place by four 
specially designed clamps fixed 
to the hob. 
Residual heat indicator.

Massive stainless steel control 
handles.

Optional patent pending pan-
holders.

This cooktop perfectly match 
in form and functionality the 
Microtex series.

crystal 4M
top of the range electric built in hob 

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 4
Power (hob): 1800 x 2 + 1200 x 2 W 
Safety system: Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 497 x 567 mm

Code PIANOVETR4GF = CRYSTAL4 MILLENNIUM 
Code SETBLVETR4GG = telescopic pan holders 

Options

Pan holders kit•	

69

580
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100

517
587

4   electric

4   electric

Options

Pan holders kit  •	
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Every gourmet has his own 
cooking philosophy and 
Techimpex has a cook top to go 
with it. 

Crystal 3 is the first glassceramic 
hob on the market with 3 
cooking zones with exclusive 
easily detachable  and 
integrated  panholders system.  
High quality components. The 

hob in secured in place by four 
specially designed clamps fixed 
to the hob. The flat surface of the 
ceramic hob makes it very easy 
to clean. Residual heat indicator.
Rotary controls. 
Two cooking zones for maximum 
cooking flexibility (1800 + 1200 W ).

crystal 3

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 3
Power (hob): 1800 + 2 x 1200) W 
Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 501 x 476 mm
Code PIAVETRO3FBL = CRYSTAL3
Code SETASTVETRC3 = pan holders  

The Crystal 4 accomodates large 
pots comfortably with its 56 cm 
wide cooking zone arrangement.

Crystal 4 is the first glass ceramic 
hob on the market  with 4 burners 
with exclusive easily detachable  
and integrated  panholders sys-
tem.  High quality components. 
The hob in secured in place by 
four specially designed clamps 

fixed to the hob. The flat surface 
of the ceramic hob makes it very 
easy to clean. 
Residual heat indicator.
Rotary controls. 
Four cooking zones for maximum 
cooking flexibility (1800 + 1200 W).

crystal 4
electric built in hob w. 3 cooking zones

electric built in hob w. 3 cooking zones  

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 4
Power (hob): 1800 x 2 + 1200 x 2 W 
Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 497 x 567 mm

Code PIAVETRO4FBL = CRYSTAL4
Code SETASTVETRC4 = pan holders   
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521
496

100

517
587

3   electric

4   electric

Options

Pan holders kit•	

Options

Pan holders kit•	



The latest heat transfer technology, 
offering optimum energy utilization 
within compact dimensions.

The Crystal 2P accommodates 
large pots comfortably with its 49 
cm width. 

This built-in cooktop, just 27 
cm wide, fits rotary controls and          

residual heat indicators. 

Optional patent pending panholders.

This cooktop perfectly match 
in form and functionality the 
Microtex series.

crystal 2P 
electric built in hob w. 2 cooking zones

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 2
Power (hob): 1700 + 1200  W 
Safety system: Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 270 mm

Code PIAVETRO2FPL = CRYSTAL2 PLATINIUM
Code SETASTVETRS2 = pan holders

Options

Pan holders kit•	

69
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Pure ceramic glass forms the 
top of this highly specified flush 
fitting electric cooktop.
Rotary controls. Residual heat 
indicators. 
Optional patent pending pan-
holders.

This cooktop perfectly match 

in form and functionality the 
Microtex series.

crystal 4P 
electric built in hob w. 4 cooking zones

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 4
Power (hob): 1700 x 2 + 1200 x 2 W 
Safety system: Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 560 mm

Code PIAVETRO4FPL = CRYSTAL4 PLATINIUM
Code SETASTVETRS4 = pan holders

69
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4   electric
Options

Pan holders kit•	
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Crystal 3S slimline is fitted 
with 3 cooking zones for the 
ultimate in speed of cooking and 
controllability. 
SuperFast cooking zones, which 
are ergonomically placed in one 
line.
9 cooking settings.
Touch control functionality - the 
hob reacts to a simple touch of 
the finger for ease of use. Very 

easy to clean. Glass surface for 
style and easy cleaning.
Optional patent pending panholders.
The hob is supplied with a 
powerful 2200 W heating 
element 
Stainless steel frame.

crystal 3S

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 3
Power (hob): 1200 + 1800 + 2200 W 
Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 755 x 305 mm

Code PVETR3PL = CRYSTAL3S
Code SETBP4LINE = telescopic pan holders 

Innovative technology in 90 cm 
width.
Crystal 4 high tech line is a 
professional appliance for your 
galley.
SuperFast cooking zones, which 
are ergonomically placed in one 
line.
Optional patent pending panholders.
Touch control functionality.

Residual heat indicator.
Memory function.

crystal 4HT
electric built in hob w. 3 cooking zones

electric built in hob w. 3 cooking zones

Specifications 

Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz): 220 V - 50 Hz
Total cooking zones: 4
Power (hob): 1200 x 2 + 1 x 700/1700  + 1  x 800/2300 W 
Power “on” indicator
Residual heat indicator
Cut out dimensions: 880 x 280 mm

Code PCV4PL001 = CRYSTAL4HT
Code SETBP4LINE = pan holders   
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3   electric

4   electric

Options

Pan holders kit  •	

Options

Kit pan holders.  •	



Techimpex gives you  all the ben-
efits of built-in while satisfying your 
preference for gas cooking. Easy 
clean enamel.
Powerful gas oven and grill burners.
Sophisticated design.
Standard rotary spit.
This oven matches the sleek design 

of the Seafarer series appliances.

grand gourmet 
large size built in gas oven with gas grill

Specifications 

Safety system: thermocouple
Total cooking zones: 2   
Oven cavity capacity: > 50 L
Voltage (V): 230   
Thermostatic oven power: 2,25 kW
Grill power : 1,6 kW
Rotary spit
Lamp
Timer  
Cut out dimensions W x H x D : 560 x 575 x 560 mm

Code CGSFINA00000 = GRAND GOURMET   

596

598
500

2       gas

Professional look pan supports 
with  maximum stability in use.
Integrated ignition system for 
maximum ease of use. 
Convenient front or side controls. 
Different burner sizes provide 
maximum flexibility when cooking.
Safety devices on the burners.

The seafarer 4  built-in gas hob 
with integrated control knobs 
is designed to complement 
Techimpex Grand Gourmet, Reef 
and Maxi ovens series.

seaferer 4E et 4S 
large zise built in gas hob

Specifications 

Total cooking zones: 4 gas burners ( 1 gas burner 3000 
W )
Total power (hob): 7500 W
Burner caps: enamelled
Safety system: thermocouple
Cut out dimensions L x P : 560 x 480 mm

Code PGLI04ETC000 = SEAFARER4E
Code PGLI04ETCEL0 = SEAFARER4S   
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More options available.
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Not only for classic yacht own-
ers !
The execution of this gas range 
is cutting-edge. This stove is 
equipped with a heavy duty 
stainless steel chassis comple-
mented by a cooking grid made 
out of 8 mm stainless steel rods. 
This stove is delivered with an 
exclusive range of accessories 
such as the special completely 
detachable sliding heat shields, 
a special gimbals regulators 

system and unique panholders 
adjusters. Each cooker can be 
tailored to its owner. Should they 
wish to, customers can choose to 
become involved from the early 
design stages of their personally 
commissioned cooker, to meet 
their personal requirements. The 
beautiful had-finishing of these 
stoves is no different to a haute 
couture dress. 

top 2/3 Royal

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane  
Total cooking zones:  2 or 3    
Power (hob burners): 3,0 + 1,7 + 1,0 kW
Power (oven): 1,7 kW 
Power (grill): 1,6 kW
Electronic ignition
Other specifications:  check TOP2/3

Code CGS91IICGLYR = TOP3 ROYAL
Code CGS90IICGLYR = TOP2 ROYAL   

A Techimpex oven is a central 
element of a kitchen and lives 
up to the highest standards next 
to the traditional applications 
baking, roasting or grilling. 

This special gas range is 
fitted  with a separated grill 
compartment equipped with grill 
tray and grill grid with detachable 
handle.
The hob burners have a different  
output for maximum cooking 

flexibility and in order to save 
fuel. 
Easy clean extra-large oven tray 
(900 square cm) and large grid.  
Safety device on the burners 
provide 100% gas shut-off chould 
the flame ever be extinguished. 
Each burner has precise flame 
adjustment, Automatic door lock. 
Gimbals stop. Slide adjusting 
pan holders. Double tempered 
glass oven door.

mastergrill
gas cooker with separate grill

tailor made cooker for classic yachts

Specifications 

Gas: butane / propane  
Total cooking zones (hob): 2  
Power (oven burner): 1700 W
Total power: 5700 W
Safety system: thermocouple
Oven cavity: enamelled

Code CGS92GIAMDUK = MASTERGRILL, stainless steel 
oven cavity
Code CGS92IAC30D = MASTERGRILL, enamelled oven 
cavity

460

530
490

520

480
442

Options

Multiple options  •	

Options

Stainless steel oven cavity•	

5/6      gas

St.steel oven 
cavity.

Enemalled oven cavity.

4       gas

Classic Yacht Collection 



The ‘forced convection’ process 
cooks like a conventional oven 
assisted by microwave power.

Cooking, grilling and traditional 
microwave operation is effortless 
in this attractive 25 series design.

Mirror finish door. 
Electronic control system.

Large size turntable.
Large size oven stainlesss steel 
cavity and stainless steel outer 
casing.

microtex 25
multifunction microwave oven

Specifications 

Type: electronic 
Door opening: side
Chassis: stainless steel
Oven cavity: stainless steel
Power micro-waves: 900 W
Power convection : 2000 W 
Power grill : 1200 W 
Oven lamp
Timer
Turntable

Code MICROTEX25 = MICROTEX25 
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Microtex compact futureline.
This microwave oven offers a 
17 litre capacity and a large size 
glass rotating plate.

Mirror finish door. 
Electronic control system.
Large size oven stainlesss steel 
cavity and stainless steel outer 
casing.

The compact size, is designed 
to be installed in the smallest 
posible space (attention:  read 
instructions for installation).

microtex 17 
compact microwave oven    

Specifications 

Type: electronic 
Door opening: side
Chassis: stainless steel
Oven cavity: stainless steel
Power micro-waves: 700 W
Oven lamp
Timer
Turntable

Code MICROTEX17 = MICROTEX17

262

452
360

       electric

       electric
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This Combination cooking 
Microwave offers a generous 30 
litre capacity.

The ‘forced convection’ process 
cooks like a conventional oven 
assisted by microwave power.
Triple option:
- microwave 
- grill

- convection
Electronic control system.
Large size turntable.
Stainless steel oven cavity and 
stainless steel outer casing.

microtex 30

Specifications 

Type: electronic 
Door opening: side
Chassis: stainless steel
Oven cavity: stainless steel
Power micro-waves: 900 W
Power convection : 2000 W 
Power grill : 1200 W 
Oven lamp
Timer
Turntable

Code MICROTEX30 = MICROTEX30

Voyager - gimballed top of the 
range cooker with 3 burners. This 
stove has a heavy duty stainless 
steel chassis made of soldered 
elements. The hob grid is made 
out of 8 mm sturdy stainless 
steel rods.
The special unique pan holders 
can be regulated also vertically. 
The stove is equipped  with mas-

sive thick st. steel gimbals. The 
cookers can be supplied with 
electronic ignition.

The cooker is also optionally 
available with 2 or 4 burners.

voyager 3 
top of the range gimballed cooker 

microwave oven 30 litres

Specifications 

Total cooking zones: 2 gas burners + 1 fast gas burner !
Power (hob): 5700 W
Burner caps: stainless steel
Safety system: thermocouple
Pan holders

Code VOYAGER3 = VOYAGER3 w. gimbals and pan hold-
ers ( TOP version )
Code CUSTOMTHIC01 = w. standard pan holders version
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       electric

3       gas



Fusionline: cookers with combined 
electric heating elements and gas 
burners. These special cookers are 
equipped with electric hotplates 
and gas burners combined together. 
Several different solutions are 
available on request.
Fusioonthree is an example of 
what we can produce. 
This is a cooker with 2 top 
gas burners and one electric 
hotplate. The electric oven is 

equipped with grill. The cooker is 
supplied with a sturdy stainless 
steel pa support rack, patent 
pending gimabals and vertically 
adjustable pan holders.

fusion3  
cooker w. combined electric/gas burners

Specifications 

Gas (gas burners - hob):  butane / propane 
Total cooking zones (hob - gas):  2 gas burners  
Total cooking zones (electric): 1 electric hotplate    
Voltage (V) - Frequency (Hz) ( electric hotplate/Oven - 
Grill elements: 220 V - 50 Hz
Gas hob burners power: 3,0 + 1,7 kW
Hotplate power (hob) : 1,0 kW
Oven element power: 1,5 kW 
Grill power: 1,6 kW

Code FUSION3 = FUSION3

470

530
560

Mega barbecue 50/73 is just an 
example of what we can create. 
This is probably the largest and 
coolest size bbq ever made for a 
yacht and it has been conceived 
for superyachts. It is the ideal 
choice for grilling fish, vegeta-
bles, meat. The product is fully 
equipped with a long series of 
accessories such as:
- a special removable tray 
and special gimballed heating 
elements to enable easy cleaning 

operations
- a removable grill fixed by means 
of special retainers in order to 
reduce possible vibrations
- stainless steel multiposition 
windscreen
Special optional hinged lid 
equipped with sealing, gas 
springs and safety electricity 
stop supply are avaiable on re-
quest.
The bbq is made with 316 marine 
stainless steel.

mega bbq
giant size grills

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator       
Voltage (V): 220-230  
Frequency (Hz): 50  
Total cooking zones: 1 or 2  
Power: 2300 W ( 50 cm diameter version ) o 6000 W ( 73 
cm diameter version )

Code BARCRCPF2300  = MEGABBQ 73
Code PCRMFB.01 = support for MEGABBQ 73
Code BARCRC50230 = MEGABBQ 50
Code PCRMFB.02 = support for MEGABBQ 50   

128/162

500/730
500/730
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Options

Stainless steel supports•	
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Bella Napoli is a coffee machine 
with advanced technical fea-
tures. 
It is optionally available with 
coffe grinder.
It is designed to be built in 
modern yacht kitchens on a 
column or under the work top. 
It is installed on sliding runners 
to facilitate routine and special 
maintanance. Only by pressing 
the relevant key you will be able 
to get a perfect cup of coffee or 

a creamy cappuccino. Coffe can 
be prepared with either coffee 
powder or pods.
Thanks to the steam nozzle it is 
possible to make a perfect cap-
puccino.
Professional filter holder.           
Removable cappuccino nozzle. 
Steam tank. 

bella napoli

Specifications 

Frame: stainless steel 
Dimensioni facciata:  W596x H458-596 mm  
Cut out depth: 540 mm

Code BELLANAPOLI = BELLANAPOLI   

Techimpex produces high quality pan 
holders.
Techimpex manufactures custom 
made products, mainly using marine 
grade stainless steel.

Since we accept bespoke personal 
commissions, we can discuss any 
requirements and create your truly 
unique product. Using only the fines 
hand-craftmanship, we can offer 
levels of personal service, engineering, 
design and craft skills unmatched by 

any other company.
Standard collections: 4 main standard 
collections are availble:
STANDARD, with integrated heat 
shields
TOP with sturdy stainless steel 
details
MILLENNIUM with exclusive 
telescopic details
HIGH TECH detachable pan holding 
systems.
Most models are patent pending.

pan holders
“design”  panholders 

espresso coffee machine 

Specifications 

Massive stainless steel

Code SETBLVETR4GG = pan holders for 4 burner hobs

458/596    

596
540

30/300

300/10000
300/10000

Options

multiple available options•	

       electric



What would you call a product 
that allows you to cook or reheat 
your favorite foods and hot 
beverages just about anywhere? 
A product that puts the power of 
your kitchen wherever you are? 
This innovative oven is all about 
cooking, convenience — and 
freedom. 
Portable microwaves redefine 
the whole idea of mobile cooking. 
They can be powered three 
ways, standard AC, direct to 12-
volt battery and via any vehicle 
power socket rated at 20 amps or 
higher. With an easy-grip handle 
and a compact, sleek design, the 
portable microwave is as easy to 
tote as a small picnic cooler. 
This portable microwave is the 
world’s smallest microwave 
oven, but its true beauty lies in 
the triple-power system that 

allows you to  use an oven in 
places never possible before. The 
internationally patented power 
system gives you incredible 
possibilities: 

Standard AC –The oven is set 
for the correct voltage for your 
country, with the correct plug 
type, with a removable AC 
cord. Using this mode, the oven 
delivers 660 watts of cooking 
power – similar to countertop 
microwaves. The AC cord 
conveniently packs away for 
travel or when using one of the 
other power options.

DC Direct to 12-volt Battery –The 
extra-long 2.75 meter cable has 
alligator clamps to attach directly 
to any 12-volt vehicle or boat 
battery. 

Portable Microwave
Microwave oven 12 / 230 V

Specifications 

Voltage (V): 230 V - 12 V  
nput Power 660W AC/Direct connect to battery. 240W 
vehicle power outlet
Output Power  425W AC/Direct connect to battery. 
110W vehicle power outlet
AC cord length : 1 metre
DC direct connect cord length: 2.75 Metres with alliga-
tor clamps
DC power outlet cord length: 1.5 metres
Net weight: 6,35 kg  
Oven capacity: 7 L
Shell:  reinforced ABS

Code MICRO12BLANC = white 
Code MICRO12ROUGE = red 
Code MICRO12NOIR = black 
Code MICRO12BLEU = blue
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In this power mode the oven 
delivers the same 660 watts of 
cooking power as the AC cord.

DC Vehicle Power Outlet – 
Allows you to plug the oven into 
a 12-volt vehicle power outlet 
rated at 20 amps or greater. 
Using the 20-amp vehicle power 
outlet, the oven produces 110 
watts of cooking power, good 
for reheating meals, warming 
coffee or heating convenience 
foods. Vehicle power outlets 
can’t supply enough power 
for the oven to pop popcorn, 
although popcorn pops great 
using the other power options.  
Cooking times are longer, but the 

convenience is worth the wait.

You’ve got an active life and 
it seems you’re always on the 
go. So why should your kitchen 
be any different? This portable 
microwave puts the power and 
convenience of the kitchen in 
a sleek case that’s made to be 
mobile.

Sure-grip handleSure-grip handle. 
The reinforced ABS casing, 
heavy-duty luggage handle and 
no-slip rubberized legs give this 
microwave oven true one-hand-
ed portability. The removable AC 
cord and extra-long DC cables 
give you the option to power 

       electric
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the oven with a 12-volt battery or 
in-vehicle power outlet. 

Three preset cook buttons provide 
one-touch convenience, or you 
can easily set your own cook 
times. Generous cooking space 
relative to unit size accommodates 
reheatable containers, cups 
and mugs, and a wide variety of 
convenience food items. 

The product has a stylish, retro 
design that looks good anywhere. 
The oven is available in four 
colors (Pearl, Cherry, Cobalt and 
Midnight).

Triple power system.

Portable  mwo 12V - 230V microwave oven



Free ® is an innovative 
performant and compact gas 
cooker.

The hob is supplied with slide 
adjusting pan holders which 
enhance safety by helping retain 
the pots.

The gas burner is equipped with 
a flame supervision device for 
added safety. 

This high qualty cooker features 
a professional burner with 
technological advanced design.

The hob is made in stainless 
steel for durability.

Free uses Butane 220 g A4 car-
tridges which last about 4 hours 
on low ( 90 min. on high ).
A special cut-out system assures 
against gas pressure buildup.

The cooker is equipped with a 
speiclal piezo ignition system.

Pan support rack is easy to re-
move for cleaning.

Free ®
Single burner cooker with panholders 

Tecnichal datas

Fuel:  220 A4 gas cartridges  
Heat output :  2000 W
Ignition system: automatic piezo
Weight : 2,0 kg
Chassis: stainless steel
Flame Failure Device  

Réf. FREEINOX = FREE chassis inox
Réf. FREECART4 = 4 gas cartridges
Réf. FREEBBQ =  bbq for FREE
Réf. BAFIFE3000FR  = gimbals  

A revolutionary combination of  
technology and design !

140
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Safety systems

In case the pressure in the 
gas cartridge raises to unsafe 
levels, cartridge will be 
automaticallyejected 

Gas cartridge will not activate 
cooker unless aligned properly 
with the keyway on the 
appliance.

The cooker will not operate 
unless the pan support rack is 
positioned correctly.

The gas cartridge retaining lever 
will not operate if the ignition 
and heat dial are not in the off 
position.

Flame Failure Device : If burner is 
blown out, gas will automatically 
switch off after a few seconds.

A special system cuts gas supply 
in case  cartridge pressure 
increases.

1       gas
Options

Gas cartridges•	
BBQ•	
Gimbals •	

Innovation and performance 

Réf. FREEBBQ =  bbq for FREE

Réf. FREECART4 = 4 gas cartridges
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High technology and ease of 
cleaning. Supergrill 316 is an 
innovative performant and 
compact electric grill. This 
barbecue cooks the food by 
radiation and reaches high 
temperatures in a very short 
time. You can grill vegetables, 

fish or meat. The special  glass 
ceramic surface of the grill is 
very easy to clean.
The special chassis is made of 
top quality 316 stainless steel.

supergrill 316
electric glass ceramic grill

Specifications 

Chassis : 316 st.steel
Power “on” indicator.
Voltage (V): 230
Frequency (Hz): 50 
Total cooking zones: 1  ( heating element 1300 W )
Cut out dimensions: 490 x 267 mm 
 

Code SUPERGRI316 = SUPEGRILL 316   
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Hightechbbq is another example 
of what we can create. This is 
one of the largest and coolest 
size bbq ever made for a yacht 
and it has been conceived for 
superyachts. It is the ideal choice 
for grilling fish, vegetables, meat. 
The product is fully equipped 
with a long series of accessories 
such as:
- a special removable tray 
and special gimballed heating 
elements to enable easy cleaning 

operations
- a removable grill fixed by means 
of special retainers in order to 
reduce possible vibrations
- stainless steel multiposition 
windscreen
Special optional hinged lid 
equipped with sealing and 
safety electricity stop supply are 
avaiable on request.
The bbq is made with 316 marine 
stainless steel.

Hightechbbq
electric 316 st. steel grill

Specifications 

Power “on” indicator
Voltage (V): 220-230
Frequency (Hz): 50
Total cooking zones:  2
Power: 3000 W
 

Code  PCRBAR074230  = HIGHTECHBBQ  230V
Code  PCRBAR074110  = HIGHTECHBBQ 110V
Code  PCRBAR074COP = stainless steel lid 

Options

Double independent •	
heating elements  

140
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  electric



2kg gas cylinder is distinguished 
for it`s:
- universal size, that suits on 
most of the boats;
- lightness – it weights up to half 
the weight of the comparable 
steel cylinder;
- power of resistance towards 
corrosion, which prevents 
damages of plastic in the room 
for gas cylinders and assures 
pure gas and clean gas pipes;

- lastingness and stability – life 
time is 25 years;
- high quality rolled aluminium 
sheet and quality composition 
assure lastingness, ecological 
acceptance and kindness 
towards environment, because 
these cylinders can be fully 
recycled.
Gas cylinder is manufactured 
according to european directive 
1999/36/EC 

alu tech  
2 kg aluminium gas cylinder

Dati tecnici

Refillable 
Pweight (empty) : 2,10 kg
Gas : butane - propane
Litres : 4,8 

Code ALUTECH00 = ALUTECH00
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This is the ideal luxory gas range  
for those who aspire to state-of-
the-art technology! High quality 
heavy-duty construction. Oven 
hand made with special marine 
materials, unseen until now in 
such appliances. Innovative pan 
holders adjusters which allow 
you to use your pots safely. 
New improved heat shields 

of unique concept. Hob with 
4 professional type burmers. 
High grade stainless steel oven 
cavity. Patent pending gimbals 
adjusters. Pan support rack 
made of 8mm diameter rods. 
Powerful oven and grill burners. 
Ultra powerful hob burner ( more  
than 3 kW ).

Prestige
top of the range 4 burners large size 
gas cooker with oven

660

530
520+Handles+Back duct

Options
The cooker can •	
be tailored to its 
owner.

Specifications

Chassis: stainless steel 
Gas: butane G30/ propane G31 
Total cooking zones (hob):  4 gas burners  
1,0 - 2,0 - 3,0 - 3,5 KW
Power (oven):  > 2500 W 
Power (grill): > 1500 W   

Ref. = CGSAM4ICGLXE 
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